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« Necessity is the Mother of Invention. »  

Let us define our needs and be creative in our search for solutions. 

2. Executive Summary 

While intended as a short- and medium-term planning tool for the Pontiac’s Intra-

Municipal Public Lands (TPI), the scope of this document attempts to align a resource-

rich natural environment with a population whose aspirations and culture are deeply 

rooted in the land.  

 

In 2003, when the Council of Mayors endorsed the signing of the Land Management 

Agreement (LMA), many questions remained to be answered. Topping the list were 

questions about the administrative burden and the profitability of this project. Fifteen 

years later, the numbers speak for themselves: the LMA has generated $6 million in 

returns. 

 

It is important to note at the outset that a significant portion of these returns are not 

necessarily bankable. In fact, the energy and time that the MRC staff and the members 

of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee, among others, invested in this TPI project is 

impossible to quantify. The accumulated wealth of individual and group experience and 

learning is also invaluable. The acquisition of knowledge and the development of social 

cohesion must be recognized and pursued. 

 

Until recently, forest management – and its associated timber sales – was the main 

source of revenue. Over the past quarter-century, the Pontiac has seen more than its 

share of mill closures and sales. The Thurso paper mill closure in 2019 would not only 

eat at the LMA’s profitability, but also hurt the entire Pontiac economy.  

 

The whole community must now work together to update and implement TPI 

development projects based on the human and biophysical potential of the territory. 

The challenges are numerous and complex, but also exciting and constructive. 

This plan leads to overall objectives that must translate to actions (page 18).  

The mission statement is a guide for these actions (page 28).  
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3. Introduction  

Situation 

The configuration of the Intra-Municipal Public Land (TPI) covered in this Integrated 

Resources Management Plan (PAIR) is the result of many changes in management 

systems over time. This, now fragmented, TPI was once part of the larger ‘Crown Lands’, 

recently referred to as ‘public domain lands’. At that time, government and industry 

ensured the TPI’s management and operation.   

Around 1970, the Quebec government began modernizing the public forest’s 

management methods, starting with the handover of forest concessions and, 

eventually, by implementing the ‘new’ forest regime adopted by the National Assembly 

in 1987. This law gave birth to the much-talked-about Timber Supply and Forest 

Management Agreements (TSFMA). The TSFMA’s objective was to integrate all planning, 

silviculture, harvesting, and monitoring activities. To simplify the management of 

TSFMAs, the territory was redrawn based on a number of administrative, territorial, 

technical, etc. factors, which created myriads of orphaned lots of very different sizes 

throughout Quebec.  

In 1989, some northern MRCs were offered the opportunity to manage their territory’s 

‘intra-municipal lots’. Over the following years, this offer was extended to other MRCs. 

In 2003, by signing the Land Management Agreement (LMA) with the government, the 

MRC Pontiac agreed to manage the 9,300 hectares of Intra-Municipal Public Lands on its 

territory. 

A notable historic fact is that the LMA put the Pontiac population at the decision-making 

centre for the management of public forest lands for the first time. The Multi-Resource 

Advisory Committee viewed this as an opportunity to develop a management model 

that reflected the needs and aspirations of the population with regards to its natural 

resources. The challenges were numerous and complex, but also exciting and 

constructive. 

After two decades of sitting around the table and working in the forest, we realize that 

beyond administrative and legal obligations and technical and professional 

considerations, the cornerstone of effective and relevant TPI management depends 

primarily on the stakeholders’ and decision makers’ mutual respect and trust. 

On August 26, 2003, the MRC Pontiac signed its first Land Management Agreement 

(LMA). Then, following the adoption of the Forest Act in 2013, a second version of this 

LMA was signed on November 2, 2016. It is important to understand that the provisions 

contained in this last LMA now constrain the MRC to the same administrative 

obligations as exist on the larger public land domain. This means extra work caused by 

the production of numerous plans and reports while reducing development revenues. 
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The MRC must therefore show vision and ingenuity to ensure the financial viability of 

this project.    

PAIR’s Foundation and Goals 
 

Since 2003, the many key stakeholders directly or indirectly involved with the MRC 

Pontiac (elected officials, administrative staff, Multi-Resource Advisory Committee 

members, public stakeholders, etc.) have accumulated a wealth of experience with the 

Land Management Agreement (LMA) and the TPI. All these experiences, both human 

and technical, factored into the design and writing of this 2021-2026 Integrated 

Resources Management Plan. We did not start from scratch.   

 

While the plan must be relevant and reflect the quality of the ideas put forward and the 

scope of the proposed actions, it must also remain dynamic. It must allow a margin of 

flexibility to be able to adapt to the sometimes rapidly changing environment (discovery 

of a limited forest resource, mill closure, arrival of a virus, etc.)   

 

The LMA defines a regulatory framework that identifies the obligations of the 

signatories. This framework is not an end in itself, but rather a foundation upon which 

to build development projects.  

 

This PAIR project is intended as a collaborative management process. To this purpose, a 

brainstorming meeting was held in Campbell’s Bay on January 10, 2020.  

In short, the day’s program consisted of two components: 1) Presentations to update 

the participants on the recreational development opportunities and other activities 

allowed on TPIs, and for sharing positive wildlife/territorial management experiences, 

and 2) A group exercise culminating in the preparation of a mission statement. 

 

The day’s program is available in Appendix 1. A full report of the day is provided in 

Appendix 2. 

 

All of these activities converged to create the cornerstone of this PAIR: the mission 

statement. This statement (see Appendix 3) includes a vision, a mission, values, and 

principles. Each element has an important role to play, both in the development of this 

PAIR and, eventually, in the implementation of concrete projects. 

 

Sustainable development based on principles of environment-society-economy was at 

the forefront of the design approach of this PAIR. The plan is meant as a user-friendly 

and informative decision-making tool.    
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4. Land Management Agreement  

In this plan, the Land Management Agreement (LMA) is defined as a multi-sectoral act 

of delegation by which Ministers entrust the MRC with conditional powers and 

responsibilities in matters of land and forest planning and management, as well as land 

regulation. 

 

In this agreement, ‘Intra-Municipal Public Lands’ (TPIs) has two meanings:  

 

Narrowly defined, it refers to all lots, parts of lots, and any other portion of the public 

domain, including buildings, improvements, and movables thereon, located within the 

MRC’s boundaries. In the broader sense, it includes both Intra-Municipal Public Lands 

and the resources they contain.   

 

Delegation of Authority 

 

Essentially, the objective of this agreement is to develop the TPI through a sound 

participatory management process involving all stakeholders in the revitalization, 

consolidation, and economic development of the region and local communities. 

 

Summary of the MRC’s obligations and responsibilities 

 

While the original text of the LMA remains the reference on the subject, after fifteen 

years into this management agreement, the MRC can summarize its obligations and 

responsibilities as follows: 

 

• Maintain a multi-resource committee that plays an advisory role to the MRC.  

• Create and maintain a development fund, including a rigorous financial 

framework and accountability to government authorities. 

• Plan the integrated development of the land, taking into account the 

government’s orientations and concerns, including respecting First Nations 

agreements. 

• Ensure the multi-purpose use and harmonious development of the TPI’s 

biophysical potentials, in a sustainable development perspective. 

• Comply scrupulously with the Department of Energy and Natural Resources’ 

(MERN) land management rules and regulations. 
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Plans and Reports 

 

As defined in Section 52 of the Sustainable Development and Forestry Act and its 

amendments, the MRC shall exercise certain forest management powers and 

responsibilities applicable to residual forest lands. Essentially, and at appropriate times, 

the MRC must: 

 

• Develop and update a five-year (minimum) TPI Integrated Management Plan. 

• Develop a Tactical Integrated Forest Management plan (TIFMP). This strategic 

plan must consider the orientations, objectives, metrics, and targets determined 

by the Department of Forest, Wildlife and Parcs (MFFP). 

• Develop an Operational Integrated Forest Management Plan (OIFMP). This 

operational plan must make it possible to meet predetermined local and regional 

sustainable management objectives and targets. 

• Implement and track activities included in forest management plans. These 

forest management activities must be supported by one of the certificates 

recognized by the MFFP. 

• Submit three annual reports to the government: the Activity Report, the 

Financial Report, and the Technical and Financial Report (ATFR). In addition, six 

months before the end of each five-year term, the MRC must submit a five-year 

evaluation report. 

• Ensure that these plans and reports comply with MFFP and MERN expectations. 

 

As the MRC is accountable for the LMA, all relevant decisions concerning the TPI must 

be made by resolution of the Council of Mayors. 

 

 

Multi-Resource Committee and Participatory Management  

 

The Land Management Agreement (LMA) stipulates that the committee must represent 

all interests in natural environment preservation, territorial development and use, and 

the territory’s natural resources. Therefore, in addition to the MRC’s Planning 

Department’s technical and professional staff, this Multi-Resource Advisory Committee 

includes representatives from the following sectors/organizations: 

 

• Warden 

• Two mayors 

• Carrefour jeunesse-emploi du Pontiac (CJEP) 

• Pontiac economic development 

• Environmental protection 

• Wildlife development 
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• Pontiac Forestry Advisors 

• Pontiac Forest Products Producers Board 

• Transformation industry 

• Tourism (appointed by the SADC) 

• LMA manager (appointed by the MRC) 

 

The role of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee is to make recommendations in the 

form of resolutions to MRC Council, the decision-making body for TPI management. The 

committee meets approximately four times a year. Decisions in the form of resolutions 

are adopted by a majority vote. Minutes of each meeting are taken and adopted.  

 

We understand the importance and many benefits of forming a participatory 

management board whose members represent different points of view. However, it is 

not entirely clear how a member can and must fulfil this role. Drawing the line between 

personal perceptions and expectations, and those of the group the member represents, 

is not always easy. Furthermore, each member must ensure that a two-way 

communication system is in place with his or her group. It is a learning process. 

 

The Multi-Resource Advisory Committee has an important role to play. Understandably, 

if the MRC Council of Mayors agreed to sign this agreement it was so that TPI 

development would lead to a positive outcome. The time and resources invested in TPI 

management and operations demand a team effort informed by clear, consistent, and 

consensus-based decisions. The mission statement that the committee adopted 

unanimously is a reference tool that provides necessary objectivity in this quest for 

effectiveness. 

 

The MRC Pontiac’s TPI management is, in itself, an excellent exercise in governance in 

which everyone has a role to play. The first element of a functional governance is the 

mutual respect of all stakeholders. This respect contributes to a climate of trust, which 

in turn fosters open, frank, and productive discussions that predispose participants to 

make informed choices. By following this process, team members are more likely to 

commit fully, each in their own way, to the common goal.   

 

It is hoped that the planning efforts and resulting activities follow the process outlined 

in Figure 1, and that the members of the Multi-Resource Committee become advocates 

of the committee’s work within their respective groups.  
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Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

 

The Group Process 

 

Respect – Trust – Truth – Choice – Commitment 

 

(Source: Canadian Institute for Conflict Resolution) 

 

 

 

In any process that involves several people and extends over months (and years), a 

certain turnover of committee members is inevitable. Since a lot of information and 

knowledge is acquired over time, properly guiding new participants is very important. 

The sooner new people are integrated, the sooner they can contribute constructively to 

the work of the committee. A good understanding of the whys and wherefores of the 

mission statement is probably the best place to begin.    

 

It is by trial and error and adjustments that this governance mechanism will become 

ingrained, a culture even. The ensuing governance model will depend on several factors. 

There is no ideal model, only one that reflects the people who have shaped it according 

to the group’s needs, aspirations, and strengths. 
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Once the committee members have a clear understanding of the TPI’s sustainable 

development management issues, and this governance process is well established, it will 

be interesting to participate in public consultations on the development of the large 

public domain forest. Since it covers nearly 80% of the Pontiac territory, the returns 

from its management (which is the responsibility of the MFFP) have an enormous 

impact on the quality of life of the population. 

 

5. Pontiac Description 

While the TPI is the focus of this plan, understanding its socio-economic environment 

and the issues at stake will lead to better decisions. It must be reiterated that the 

development of the TPI must complement regional activities as a whole. In fact, 

integrated and harmonious development that respects the three spheres of sustainable 

development (environment-society-economy) is a guarantee of success in the evolution 

of the population’s quality of life. 

 

This is why a brief overview of a few selected parameters that characterize the TPI 

management context, provides a useful perspective. This new perspective becomes – in 

itself – a thinking tool to better inform the selection of future actions. The disastrous 

year 2020 has changed many things in the way our society functions. We must now 

readjust our perceptions and dare to re-examine our paradigms. 

 

Historically, the forest industry was the primary economic driving force of the region. 

Unfortunately, over the past thirty years, most of the wood-processing plants have 

closed. Forestry operations followed the same pattern, resulting in the loss of several 

hundred direct and indirect jobs. These important changes have caused the structure of 

the labour market to evolve. What has not changed, however, is the incredible wealth of 

natural capital that the Pontiac territory offers.  

 

The Pontiac population is relatively stable at around 14,000. The average age is 

approximately 26 years. Figure 2 shows the type of employment in the Pontiac today. 

These factors should set the stage for future societal choices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 
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Employed Population by Employment Sector, MRC Pontiac, 2016 

 

Services 

Culture, Accommodations, and Food Services 

Education and Health 

Construction 

Manufacturing 

Agriculture, Forestry, and Mining 

Public Administration 

Commerce 

 

Source: Statistics Canada 2016. Census Profile. Catalogue number 98-401-X2016055. 

 

We must condition ourselves to think about today and tomorrow’s young people. What 

are the aspirations of this segment of the population? Perhaps we should ask them. 

From a development perspective that meets the needs and expectations of these 

youths, surely there is a way to make use of the TPI. Let’s keep in mind that, for most of 

them, COVID has seriously disrupted their schooling. How can we develop our youth’s 

potential when, more than ever, they are trying to find their way? Would it be 

appropriate to rethink education and training? Would it be appropriate to consider 

training mechanisms adapted to the Pontiac situation?   

 

An interesting aspect of the TPI is not its relatively small size compared to the rest of the 

region, but the opportunity it provides to develop an excellent understanding of natural 

resources management issues. The scope of this new jurisdiction could naturally 

influence the management of the large public domain forest. Its management, which is 
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essentially the responsibility of the government, deserves cohesive and sustained 

involvement. When it comes to creating local jobs, you are never better served than by 

yourself. Let’s make the most of the community’s strengths. 

 

6. Intra-Municipal Public Lands Description 

The Integrated Resources Management Plan (PAIR) revised in 2012 has an excellent, and 

still valid, description of the TPI. It should be used as a reference, as needed. To avoid 

redundancy, this chapter focuses on the essentials.  

 

Currently, the totality of TPI blocks covers an area of about 9,300 hectares. Figure 2 

shows their distribution by municipality.  

 

Figure 2. Distribution of TPIs by Municipality 

 Area (hectares) Proportion 

Alleyn and Cawood 3,174 34% 

Otter Lake 2,695 29% 

Mansfield et Pontefract 977 10% 

Thorne 658 7% 

Île-du-Grand-Calumet 531 6% 

Sheenboro 245 4% 

Waltham 382 4% 

Isle aux Allumettes 272 3% 

Litchfield 130 1% 

Chichester 112 1% 

Rapides des Joachims 121 1% 

Total 9,297 hectares 100% 

Approximately 23,000 acres  

 

At this writing, the MERN and MRC are negotiating the transfer of a significant area of 

the large public forest land to the TPI. These lands, which cover a large part of Rapides-

des-Joachims, will be included in the LMA and be governed by this PAIR.   
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Every ten years, the MFFP produces ecoforestry maps of the entire province. These 

maps and the data they contain have several uses, including calculating the allowable 

cut. The Chief Forester and his team are responsible for this calculation. Their work is 

documented at forestierenchef.gouv.qc.ca.    

 

Figure 3, below, was extracted from the allowable cut calculations for the Pontiac TPI. It 

provides information on the distribution of different forest types (or stands). 

 

Figure 3. Forest Cover of All TPI 

Source : Calcul du Forestier en chef du Québec – 26 mars 2015 

  

Distribution of Growing Stock Distribution of Forest Cover 

Fir, Spruce, Jack Pine, and Tamarack (FSPT) Poplar Groves 

Other Softwoods Tolerant Hardwoods 

Paper Birch Red Maple Forests 

Other Intolerant Hardwoods White Birch to Conifer  

Tolerant Hardwoods Tolerant Hardwood to Conifer 

 Conifer to Hardwood 

 Spruce Groves 

 Cedar Groves 

 White Pine Forests  

 

Source: Quebec Chief Forester’s calculations – March 26, 2015 

 

 

In signing the LMA, the MRC inherited certain commitments and projects already underway on 

the territory. Figure 4 below provides an overview of the situation. 

 

 
 

 

https://forestierenchef.gouv.qc.ca/
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Figure 4. Rights Granted on TPIs 

Type Number Explanations 

Vacation Leases 13 Leasing of TPI plots 

Access Lease 1 To allow access to a lake 

Commercial Leases 2 Communications tower and gravel pit  

Community Lease 1 Lookout on l’Ile-du-Grand-Calumet 

Sugar bush Leases 2 Complementary wooded areas supplying maple groves 

on private land. 

 

 

Interactive Maps 

 

Today’s easy access to telecommunications technology allows the MRC to make an 

interactive map of the TPI available to the population. This map, published on the MRC 

website, provides several layers of information that users can overlay and query. This 

increased access to technology has rendered the publication of large reports with 

oversized and quickly outdated maps obsolete.  

 

Link to this map: 

https://mrcpontiac.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f89a70b0e087

4e798857e0777a38769f 

 

Following are some examples of the layers of information built on a basic territorial road 

and water networks map. 

• Municipality Boundaries 

• Road and Water Networks 

• TPI Boundaries (numbered) 

• Forest Types 

• Identification of Plant and Wildlife Parameters 

• Past and Planned Management Activities 

• Etc. 

 

As an example, Map 1 shows a screen shot of the interactive map available on the MRC 

website. One hundred and thirty-nine (139) blocks were created to better catalogue the 

TPIs.  

 

  

https://mrcpontiac.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f89a70b0e0874e798857e0777a38769f
https://mrcpontiac.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f89a70b0e0874e798857e0777a38769f
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Map 1.   

 

The main purpose of this map is to locate the TPIs and completed or planned forestry 

activities. It should also be noted that this interactive map is not limited to TPIs. The 

databases provide information about the large public forest lands managed by the 

MFFP. Under the UFZ_USAGE_FORESTIER layers, users can learn about land use controls 

in the public forest domain. 

 

People who are particularly interested in the forest cover should use the MFFP map 

called “Forêt ouverte” found on this website: https://www.foretouverte.gouv.qc.ca/ 

 

Map 2 below is also a screenshot taken from this site. It shows the same area as Map 1 

above. In both cases, we see Murray Lake, Little Murray Lake, and Ray Lake. The legend 

explains the coloured mosaic surrounding the lakes. 

 
 

  

https://www.foretouverte.gouv.qc.ca/
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Map 2. 

 

 

The MFFP did an excellent job of simplifying the names of forest types. This website also 

provides several layers of information such as aerial photos, terrain, slope categories, 

etc.  

 

Despite new technology that provides easy access to an astronomical quantity of 

information and unequalled data quality, field visits will always be important, if not 

unavoidable. Let’s remember that many of the data used to build these maps were 

collected from aerial photographs. Furthermore, in order to present images that are 

easy to interpret, several “data groupings” were created to produce a “mosaic of 

averages”.   

 

By way of comparison, a 5,000-piece puzzle is the most economically accessible portrait 

of the territory that we can afford. However, a 100,000-piece puzzle might be needed to 

learn all that what we would like to know about our extremely diversified forest. 

Therefore, territory reconnaissance and field data inventories will always have their 

place in resource characterization.  

 

7. Authorized Activities and Development Potential on the TPI 

The Land Management Agreement (LMA) gives the MRC, land management powers and 

responsibilities under the Government Property Act. It should be noted, however, that 

the MERN must pre-approve any land-related activity. Also, whether it is a question of 

land transactions, leases, enforcement of regulations, etc., an administrative mechanism 
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must be scrupulously followed. Nothing is left to chance, and a timetable is provided for 

each situation. 

  

When the MRC signed the LMA in 2003, the government had already granted the MRC 

some rights on the territory covered by this agreement. Since then, the MRC has not 

only maintained these rights, but can still add to them. The purpose of this chapter is to 

provide an overview of the activities that can be carried out on the TPI: 

  

• Recreational Development 

• Commercial hospitality complex development  

• Surface mineral extraction (sand and gravel). There is a moratorium of sort on 

certain sectors (urban perimeters, unsuitable territories, etc.) 

• Non-timber forest products (maple syrup production, mushroom and fruit picking, 

etc.) 

• Forest management 

• Conservation 

• Outfitters without exclusive rights (commercial lodging, etc.) 

• Designated trail networks (hiking, skiing, biking, ATVing, snowmobiling, etc.) 

• Education, information, and awareness (infrastructures and activities) 

• Activities that promote employability and learning 

• Forest worker training and professional experience assessment 

• Maintenance of access to the territory 

• Etc.  

 

It goes without saying that the implementation of some of these activities requires long-

term planning and major financial commitments. Therefore, the partners (Multi-

Resource Advisory Committee and MRC) must be aware that any decision leading to a 

major development must be consistent with the TPI mission statement and be the result 

of a participatory management process.  

 

Other MRCs in Quebec have already undertaken and completed some of these major 

developments. It would certainly be worthwhile to ask them about their projects’ key 

success factors. 
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8. TPI Expenses and Revenues 
 

Several activities and projects have been carried out on the TPI since the 

implementation of the Land Management Agreement (LMA) in 2003. This section 

provides a summary of the financial benefits derived from TPI development.   

 

As a reminder, the TPI Development Fund By-law is Resolution No. 78-2002. 

 

It is important to note at the outset that a significant portion of these returns are not 

necessarily bankable. In fact, the time and energy that the MRC staff and the members 

of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee, among others, invested in this TPI project is 

impossible to quantify. The accumulated wealth of individual and group experience and 

learning is also invaluable. The acquisition of knowledge and the development of social 

cohesion must be recognized and pursued. 

 

Looking at past accomplishments is an important step in any planning process. The 

following is a review of the activities and cash flow from TPI management between 2005 

and 2019.  

 

• 1,850 hectares of forest management work (silviculture treatments) 

• 111,000 cubic metres of wood harvested in the forest and delivered to mills 

• $ 5,900,000 of revenue from the sale of wood 

• $ 181,000 in non-commercial work (planting, young tree thinning operations) 

• $ 377,000 in land management income (land lease and sale) 

• $ 850,000 of grant income from Volet II and PADF programs  

• $ 800 000 of management fees transferred from the TPI fund to the MRC budget 

  

In 2003, few people could have predicted such returns from the LMA. It must also be 

noted that all these forest management activities respected the government’s strict 

environmental protection standards.   

 

There is a natural assumption that public domain lands, which are directly managed by 

the MFFP, are the large forest areas that supply mills from outside the region, with an 

unfortunate decrease in the Pontiac population’s involvement.  

 

What the above numbers reveal is the incredible potential owed to the LMA and TPI 

development. While the lion’s share of revenue has historically been from forest 

management activities and the sale of roundwood, it is important to always look for 

ways to diversify job and wealth creation activities. 
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The economy goes through cycles. While we’re usually aware of the changes – big and 

small – we must remain vigilant and know how to position ourselves for new realities. 

The recent closure of the Thurso paper mill has made timber harvesting activities much 

more problematic for the region. 

  

COVID has also upset many people and changed how we do things. However, we are 

noticing a need for the urban population to get closer to nature. The opportunity to 

promote the Pontiac region’s enormous nature potential is only waiting for good ideas 

and the will to implement them.  

 

9. Overall Goals for the 2021 to 2026 Period 

All that is said above leads naturally to this chapter. What do we expect from the LMA? 

What do we want to do with the TPI?  The following goals, which have been 

unanimously adopted by the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee, had simmered for 

well over a year after the January 10, 2020 brainstorming session before being drafted 

into this PAIR. 

 

1. Update the TPI section on the MRC website, including: 

a. Publishing the appropriate documents: LMA, PAIR, TIFMP, OIFMP, etc. 

b. Hosting interactive thematic maps. 

c. Providing a list of hyperlinks to external documentation (MFFP, MERN, 

etc.) 

 

2. Favour multi-purpose use of the territory and complementary activities.  

a. Planned TPI interventions must be part of a comprehensive and inclusive 

approach. The notion of complementarity will be most meaningful when 

temporal (seasons) and spatial (targeted protection) aspects become 

intervention tools/strategies. 

b. Also consider the land uses determined by the MFFP/MERN/MRC and 

any other constraints that arose from a better knowledge of the territory.  

c. For example, timber harvesting operations could prepare the land for 

another predetermined use (parking and access roads to the resource).  

 

3. Consider intended uses (vacationing, conservation, recreation, etc.) 

 

4. Reflect on new standards or operating methods (recreational potential screening 

tools, prior inventory of endangered species, etc.) 
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5. Encourage financial partnerships with community organizations (e.g., schools 

and adult education, business community, etc.), and with government bodies.  

 

6. Analyse potential TPI projects based on needs and resources. 

a. Integrated mountain bike centre (summer/winter) 

b. Centre for the transfer of environmental knowledge (education or tourist 

destination) 

c. Historic tours of old and current logging sites 

d. “Nature Discovery” lodging camps (permanent/temporary) 

e. Carbo-neutral projects  

f. Scientific partnership with the Institute of Temperate Forest Sciences 

(UQO) 

 

This list will only be of value when an action plan is drawn. This action plan may take the 

form of a table with concrete actions, promoters, deadlines, metrics, and targets.   

 

Some projects are easily achievable, while others require resources and money. It is 

therefore necessary to plan for the short, medium, and long term to allow time to find 

partners and the required funds.   

10. Conclusion 

In 2003, when the Council of Mayors endorsed the signing of the Land Management 

Agreement (LMA), many questions remained to be answered. Topping the list were 

questions about the administrative burden and the profitability of this project.  

 

Fifteen years later, the numbers speak for themselves: the LMA has generated $ 6 

million in financial returns, in addition to indirect economic benefits, as well as a range 

of intangible benefits such as: 

• The development of an environmental governance system 

• A better grasp of issues on the part of stakeholders 

• The development of expertise within the MRC 

• Complementary work and expertise for certain organizations on the territory 

• Awareness of the enormous potential of TPI development 

• Etc. 

 

Until recently, forest management – and its associated timber sales – was the main 

source of revenue. Over the past quarter-century, the Pontiac has seen more than its 

share of mill closures and sales. The Thurso paper mill closure in 2019 would not only 

eat at the LMA’s profitability, but also hurt the entire Pontiac economy.  
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The whole community must now work together to update and implement TPI 

development projects based on the human and biophysical potential of the territory.  

Essentially, the LMA is more than a territory to manage; it is also a tool to develop the 

creative forces within the Pontiac population. Project ideas and partnership 

opportunities are limitless. 

 

Funds and grants are available. We must maintain an active network of partners from all 

sectors (political, technical, institutional, academic, etc.) and an updated list of grant 

programs. 

 

We must also remain on the lookout for new opportunities. For example, COVID has 

triggered a real interest in outdoor tourism. People won’t travel like they used to, and 

more money will be spent in Quebec than ever before. 

 

Let’s be ready to take advantage of new opportunities, and motivate our young people 

and businesses, who have been hard hit by the pandemic. 

 

Current talks of major investments in a regional museum in the historic E.B. Eddy mill 

present an opportunity to link the important role the Pontiac once played in the 

Outaouais and Quebec forest industry. There are still remnants of old logging camps on 

the territory. Why not showcase them to attract some of the clientele from the 

Gatineau museum? We have to choose our partners carefully and anticipate future 

projects. 

 

In the long term, acquiring the public land in Rapides-des-Joachims – the gateway to the 

Dumoine River Basin – opens up the possibility of developing forward-looking and 

financially interesting projects.  

 

Even if the LMA’s 'playground’ is limited to the TPIs, there is nothing to prevent it from 

becoming a stepping-stone to a greater service offering by working in close partnership 

with community groups. The focus should always be on developing individual skills 

(especially those of young people) and fostering organizational partnerships.    

 

In conclusion, if this plan should be subject to public consultation, it would certainly be 

appropriate to invite the whole population to participate in the process, even if that 

means the deployment of additional resources. The production of this plan is an 

opportunity to communicate the enormous potential of the TPI. The origin and quality 

of the contributions resulting from such a process are always unexpected.  

  

We are the product of our history, but responsible for our destiny.  
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11. Appendices  

A. January 10, 2020 Program  
 

Introduction to the meeting  
(8:40a.m. to 9:30a.m.) 

Duration Time Who + Additional 
Notes 

Opening of the day’s proceedings 10 min. 8:50a.m. Régent Dugas (Coordinator) 

Welcome and mandate of the Multi-Resource 
Advisory Committee 

15 min. 9:05a.m. Maurice Beauregard, Mayor 
and MRAC Chair 

Overview of the day’s program and TPI 
presentation 

25 min. 9:30a.m. Régent Dugas 

Presentations (9:30a.m. to Noon)    

Recreational development projects on TPIs 20 min. 9:50a.m. Patrick Autotte 
MERN Representative 

Questions 10 min. 10:00a.m. Audience 

Potential activities allowed on the TPIs 20 min. 10:20am Éric Bouchard 
MERN Representative 

Questions 10 min. 10:30a.m. Audience 

Break 15 min. 10:45a.m.  

Bourbonnière project in Lachute,  
An example of community governance 

30 min. 11:15a.m. André Goulet  
Institut des territoires 
www.idt.quebec 

Questions 10 min. 11:25a.m. Audience 

Forest management as a conservation 
management tool 

30 min. 11:55a.m. Cynthia Patry,  
Nature Conservancy Canada 

Questions 10 min. 12:05p.m. Audience 

Lunch on site 60 min. 1:00p.m.  

AFTERNOON (1:00p.m. to 3:30p.m.)  

Group Activity    

Description of the assignment and 
presentation of a community project in a 
school 

30 min. 1:30p.m. Vincent Barrette, Facilitator 

Discussion: Values and principles 20 min. 1:50p.m. Group Activity 
 Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats 20 min. 2:10p.m. 

Activities we want and don’t want 20 min. 2:30p.m. 

Vision and Mission statements for the TPIs 30 min. 3:00p.m. 

Break 15 min. 3:15p.m.  

Follow-up calendar and closing 15 min. 3:30p.m. Régent Dugas 

 

  

http://www.idt/
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B. Full Report of the January 10, 2020 Brainstorming Meeting  
 

Situation 

 

The Land Management Agreement (LMA) requires the MRC Pontiac to review its Intra-Municipal 

Public Lands’ (TPI) Integrated Resources Management Plan (PAIR). 

 

This plan essentially lays out the possible and planned uses and activities on the TPI over the 

next few years. The Council of Mayors felt that a one-day information gathering and 

brainstorming retreat would be a good start to the revision of the plan. 

 

The following groups were invited to the session: 

• The general managers and elected officials of the municipalities in question 

• Members of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee 

• A representative from the MRC’s economic development department 

• The MRC’s land use planner 

• The two MRC environmental coordinators   

 

The meeting was held on January 10, 2020 at the offices of the MRC, with some twenty 

participants. 

 

Day’s Proceedings and Content 

 

Régent Dugas, Director of Territory, coordinated the day’s proceedings.  

 

After opening the proceedings, Mr. Dugas gave the floor to Mr. Beauregard, Mayor of 

Campbell’s Bay and Chair of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee. The following is a 

summary of his talk: 

 

Mr. Beauregard welcomed everyone and thanked the participants for their presence. 

• This is an important day for the renewal of the Development Plan because the process we 

are embarking on together today will allow us to gather ideas that will guide us in the 

various usage choices we make for the territory for years to come. 

• This plan is intended as a reference and a guide where common interests will benefit the 

population. 

• The responsibilities delegated under the agreement offer a unique opportunity to take 

concrete action on public land and to develop local governance adapted to the MRC Pontiac 

population. In the context of climate change, TPI management allows us to design an 

integrated and sustainable development approach. 

• This territory can be used for a wide variety of purposes, such as research, education, 

economic development, and environmental conservation, to name a few.  

• In closing, our beautiful region is something to be proud of, and if we apply creativity to its 

development, I am confident that the results will be positive. 
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• As Chair of the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee, and on behalf of the committee, I thank 

you for devoting your day to this project, and I wish you fruitful discussions.  

 

Mr. Dugas then reviewed the day’s schedule and went on to describe the activities that had 

been carried out in the first fifteen years of TPI management, between 2003 and 2019. Several 

charts and statistics showed how positive the scope and impact of TPI activities have been on 

the Pontiac population. 

 

Four presentations followed, two by the Quebec Department of Energy and Natural Resources 

(MERN), one by the Institut des territoires, and one by Nature Conservancy Canada.  

 

1. Éric Bouchard (MERN) explained the method used to oversee recreational development 

projects on public lands. Over the past decades, the MERN has contributed greatly to 

recreational development on public lands. There is a real opportunity for the MRC to 

explore this avenue on the TPI. 

 

2. Patrick Autotte (MERN) explained the type and scope of potential activities permitted on 

the TPI. As with the greater public land area, the MRC can support a number of activities on 

its TPIs, for example, leases for temporary shelters, maple syrup production (harvesting of 

maple sap), designated trails, and extraction of surface minerals, such as quarries and 

sandpits. 

 

3. André Goulet, forestry engineer from the Institut des territoires, presented the 

Bourbonnière project in Lachute. Nearly one hundred years ago, a large public territory 

consisting of a deserted sand pit on the outskirts of the municipality of Lachute was 

reforested with spruce and pine. The community appropriated this public forest by 

developing a trail network. A few years ago, when, for safety reasons, it became important 

to manage the forest, there was resistance from the population. Following a masterful 

consultation process, the population understood and unanimously agreed to contribute to 

the project. It’s a great story about how community governance can bring people together.    

 

4. Cynthia Patry, biologist from Nature Conservancy Canada. NCC works to protect some of 

the most valuable natural environments in the country. Ms Patry explained how forest 

management can help preserve critical wildlife corridors. Since trees are made up of carbon, 

a product of solar energy, tree harvesting helps in the fight on climate change. A well-

managed forest maintains its ecological functions. 

 

These four presentations had three main objectives:  

 

1. To understand what TPIs are and what they can be used for 

2. To understand the importance of involving and guiding the population in decisions 

concerning the public good 

3. To prepare for the upcoming discussions and brainstorming 
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In the afternoon, Vincent Barrette, forestry engineer, led a five-part group activity: 

 

1. A presentation of a community project in a school 

2. A discussion on the values upon which TPI management should rest, and the principles that 

should guide decisions 

3. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) inherent in TPI management 

4. TPI activities that we want and don’t want 

5. Vision and Mission statements for the TPIs 

 

More details on these five components follow. 

 

 

Community sugar bush project on the grounds of an elementary school in Chelsea 

 

Community management of a piece of public land can take many forms and lead to unexpected 

results. A video of a project to build a sugar shack and integrate its operations into a school 

curriculum was presented as an inspiring example of TPI development. 

 

The takeaway from this particular project is not how to replicate it elsewhere, but what the key 

success factors are, given that it’s been in operation for 20 years, since its launch in 2000.  

 

While the project received funding from a Department of Forests program (formerly known as 

‘Volet 2’), its successful implementation rests on the wise and inclusive management of all 

stakeholders, namely the school team, the students, their parents, a group of volunteers who 

agreed at the outset to put their shoulder to the wheel, and, eventually, the community.  

 

The first step was to distribute a questionnaire to get suggestions on how to use the shack. 

People were also questioned about the values they hoped would emerge as a philosophical 

framework for the project. Following a very high response rate, a vision and mission statement 

was drafted. This statement has been serving as a decision-making guide for important decisions 

and day-to-day management since 2001.  

 

The values upon which TPI management should rest, and the principles that should guide 

decisions 

 

Participants were invited to take part in a brainstorming session. To establish a common 

understanding of the terms, ‘value’ and ‘principle’, definitions were offered at the outset. What 

constitutes a value versus a principle wasn’t always clear, but by persevering in putting words 

and concepts side by side, we eventually came up with an inspiring text that made consensus.    

 

The guidelines were the three main pillars of sustainable development: environment, society, 

and economy.  
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Value: That which is held to be true, 
beautiful, good, from a personal point of 
view or according to society standards, and 
which is given as an ideal to achieve, as 
something to defend. 

Principle: The basis on which something is 
organized or operates. A rule defining a 
standard way of acting and usually 
corresponding to a moral stance. 

• Access to sensitive/beautiful landscapes 

• Education 

• User/customer awareness 

• Conservation of threatened species 

• Good knowledge of our TPI 

• Respect 

• Responsibility 

• Community spirit 

• Community chores 

• Natural therapy 

• Transparency 

• Public information 

• Visceral enthusiasm 

• Sustainable development 
 

• Respect for the environment 

• Legacy for future generations 

• Planning in harmony with the 
environment 

• Social acceptability 

• Return to production 

• Financial stability 

 

 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT).  

The following list of parameters is specific to TPIs, but they are also found in the external 

environment.  

 

STRENGTHS 

Regional development 
Autonomous land management 
Monetary aspect 
Project implementation 
Social economy 
 

Knowledge 
Recognition 
Learning 
Partnership 

 

 

WEAKNESSES 

Lack of knowledge 
Monetary 
Fragmentation 
Landlocked land 
 

Access 
Consultation 
Political leadership 

 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Development 
Resort 
Property taxes 

Wildlife management 
Multi-resource development 
Huge variety of supply 
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Unique/propitious land 
Forest school 
Recreation 
Non-timber forest products (NTFPs) 
 

Conservation 
Setting high standards 
Professional latitude 
Place for creativity 

 

THREATS 

Responding to external conditions 
Lack of resources 
Depletion 
Difficulty in selling wood 
Greed 
Differences of opinion 
Conflicts 

Illegal acts 
Impact on municipal shares 
Financial risks 
User safety 
Information not available in English 

 

 

What We Want and Don’t Want 

This section lists expressed needs and expectations, as well as fears and reservations. 

 

What We Want What We Don’t Want 

• Lodging 

• Development 

• Access 

• Accessibility 

• Ecovillage 

• Participatory management 

• Harmonious relationships 

• Appropriate analysis deadlines 

• Up-to-date information 

• Accurate data 

• Landscape enhancement 

• Public consultation 

• Conservation (maintaining biodiversity) 

• Knowledge/public access (maps and more) 

• Multi-use 

• Forests for future generations 

• Development of forestry, ecological, economic, 
tourism, social and recreational potential, etc. 

• Well-designed management plan that takes into 
consideration the vision of the majority of the 
population 

• Good land management 

• Fishing/hunting 

• Outdoors (EVERYTHING, motorized, non-motorized, 
land/water) 

• Forestry, management, maple syrup production 

• Knowledge acquisition 

Illegal activities 
Clearcutting 
Decaying Wood 
Inactivity 
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• Conservation 

• Calls for projects 
 

 

 

Overall Project Vision and Mission 

Simply put, the “mission statement” allows stakeholders to reach a consensus on both the 

outcome of a common project and the means to achieve it. It also informs those who are added 

along the way.  

 

Vision Mission 

Healthy territory (and what it contains) 
Sustainable 
That allows the continuation of current 
development projects 
In harmony with the environment 
 

Raise awareness 
Education 
Information 
Starting in primary school 
For all 
Respect 
TPI Development 
Development of forestry potential 
 

 

 

Closing  

 

Régent Dugas invited the participants to continue to send their ideas and proposals by e-mail to 

Vincent Barrette. 

 

Results will be presented at the next TPI Multi-Resource Advisory Committee. A proposed 

timetable for the implementation of the PAIR and public consultations are to come. 
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C. Mission Statement 
Mission Statement 

Adopted unanimously by the Multi-Resource Advisory Committee on November 16, 2020. 

 

Context:  This draft mission statement was developed following the January 10, 2020 session. 

 

Vision 

 

Leave a diversified land and a healthy forest to our children so that they will have as many, if not 

more, achievement and development opportunities as we have today.  

 

Mission 

 

To develop the human and biophysical potential of the Intra-Municipal Public Lands in a 

sustainable way, with an ongoing concern to inform, educate and raise the awareness of the 

population and their representatives. 

  

Values 

 

• Respect is, and always will be, the cornerstone of land and resource management. Respect 

for the people and their culture, for the forest and its functions, for the landscapes, the 

water, the environment, etc. 

• Community spirit and partnership remain the basic foundation of TPI management. 

• Transparency is closely linked to the necessary trust for the sound management of these 

resources. 

• The people and their ideas are included in management and development activities. 

 

Principles 

 

• TPI activities and decisions are based on the three pillars of sustainable development: 

environment, society, and economy. 

• Where appropriate, we use accepted consultation processes.  

• Some actions are entrusted to the relevant professionals (forestry, wildlife, water, etc.) 

• Whenever possible, we promote access to land and information. 

• TPI management strives for self-financing through its development activities 

• The safety of people and infrastructure remains a priority. 

• The notion of “precautionary principle” will be applied when necessary. 

 


